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Councilman Sean Morgan Served Notice for Recall
Chico State Student delivers paperwork during class.
Chico, CA – On November 4, in Glenn Hall on Chico State campus, Councilman Sean
Morgan was served a Notice of Intention to Circulate Recall Petition by the organization
Chico Voters. A CSUC student delivered the notice while Morgan was teaching class.
The student is unnamed because of their concern about retaliation from the councilman.
The student said “I volunteered to deliver the Notice to Councilman Morgan because I am
shocked by his callous attitude towards the people of my hometown. Moms, dads,
students, workers… we are all struggling and Morgan’s demeaning attitude is not the
Chico way.”
The grounds for the recall are as follows:
Sean Morgan is for Law and Order. Except when he's not. Like when he ignores orders from a
circuit court judge. Or votes for unconstitutional ordinances. Or doesn’t agree with the outcome
of a lawsuit, or referendum, like Chico Scrap Metal.
Mr. Morgan is for Fiscal Responsibility. Except when he's not. Like when he supports a useless
$50k no-bid contract. Or a $300k boondoggle of a "resting" place that defies a "straight-face"
test. Or costs the city $50k to kick a citizen out of chambers. Or stalls jobs and revenue from a
new industry.
Mr. Morgan is for Fair, Equitable Governance. Except when he's not. Like when he publicly
disparages those who disagree with him. Or caters to special interests with deep pockets. Or
hamstrings city agencies from protecting our parks and waterways.
Tempting though it might be to chalk this up to ignorance, or even incompetence, we think
not. Mr Morgan simply does and says what he wants, what he thinks his donors
want. Irrespective of consequence. Irrespective of cost. Irrespective of the will of the people
he was elected to serve.
He is not a public servant. His irresponsible actions cost taxpayers. RECALL and REPLACE
SEAN MORGAN.

Councilman Morgan represents Chico’s District 1, located in the northwestern part of the
city. In order to get the recall question placed on the June ballot, signature gatherers will
need approximately 3,000 signatures.

Chico Voters’ goal is to place the recall question on the June ballot. We expect to gather
enough signatures in time to avoid a special election and the associated election costs.
Chico Voters is a non-partisan, broad coalition of Chico and Butte County residents
working to right the wrongs of the sitting City Council. We are committed to restoring the
beauty, economic vitality, and hope that characterizes the Chico way of life.
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